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ABSTRACT
In visual cryptography reducing the pixel expansion and improving the display quality of recovered images are still major issues. Secret images
are covered in shares by using conventional visual secret sharing schemes (VSS). Shares can appear as meaningful images or noise like pixels;
but transmission of such a shares increase difficulties. In this paper we have propose survey on natural image based visual secret sharing
scheme (NVSS). In this carrier image is using to recover the secret image and protect the participant during transmission phase. So we can hide
the noisy shares and also propose possible ways to reduce the transmission risk problem for the shares.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Visual cryptography is a scheme that encrypts a secret image into n
shares and these shares handled by one or more participant. Each participant hold one or more than one shares. Sharing the secret image
securely without any transmission risk is important part of visual
secret sharing scheme. In conventional scheme for security it consists
of meaningless pixel. It is better for security to protect the secured content [1] but it suffers from transmission risk problem. It consist of
noise like shares so will cause attackers so there is chances of transmission failure. Again here used a meaningless shares these shares
are not user friendly [2]. When number of shares increase then it is
very difficult to manage such shares and also identify the shares. In
previous research into the thresholds visual cryptography scheme
reducing the pixel expansion and improved the display quality of
recovered images [3] but the main problem in such techniques is
secret images is easily detect by attacker. Image size visual cryptography show the display quality of recovered images is superior to other
techniques [4] but it can easily detect by the hacker.

II. SURVEY
In this paper propose the visual cryptography that encrypts the secret
image into n shares. Security is important issue when we transmit the
secret image. Secret image contain the important information so to
hide such information from hacker we need to provide security to the
secret image in shares. Here shares are nothing but the meaningful
images or noise like pixels but it increases interception risk during the
transmission of shares. Hence VSS scheme suffers from transmission
risk problem. So in this paper propose natural secret share scheme.
Natural shares are in digital form or printed form using this NVSS
scheme can share one digital secret image over n-1 arbitrary selected
natural shares thus greatly reducing the transmission risk problem
for the share.
In general process it consist many random and meaning pixels, it satisfy the security requirement but it creates the transmission risk [1]
some shares contain low display quality images are easily detected
[4].
In extended visual cryptography it is user friendly but it contain low
quality images [7] so it is easy to detect. In halftone visual cryptography pixel expansion of generated shares increases rapidly it creates
the transmission risk problem [9].
III. PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Performance analysis shows the behaviour and performance of this
particular algorithm. And Quality of Services achieved by that algorithms or protocols. As like same here we have done performance
review for different algorithms used in survey section of this paper.
The bellow given table of Performance Review contains. The Paper
Reference Number, Algorithms or Techniques, Parameters achievement and Working as well as Use of this algorithm in that paper. This
table is created after analysis of papers result and algorithms. And
using papers included in survey.
Table 1. Performance Review Table for Different
Algorithms.

Fig. Architecture for Visual cryptopgraphy using
natural shares
The Extended Visual Cryptography Scheme (EVCS) or the userfriendly VSS scheme provided some effective solutions to deal with
the management issue [5]–[6]. The shares display low-quality images
or contain many noise-like pixels. Such shares are easy to detect by
hacker, and participants who transmit the share can easily lead to suspicion by others. By using steganography techniques, secret images
can be concealed in cover images that are halftone gray images and
true-color images [7]–[8] However, the stego-images still can be
detected by steganalysis methods [9]. Therefore the existing VSS
schemes still must be investigated for reducing the transmission risk
problem for carriers and shares. A method for reducing the transmission risk is an important issue in VSS schemes. As shown in above fig
1. Secret image is used as input and this secret image is encrypted
using natural shares. This encrypted image again recovered with carrier image to provide the more security and finally this encrypted
image is send to receiver.
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1

Enhancing visual
1. High Reliability.
cryptography-hanon
2. Better Feasibility
algorithm

1.Encryption on secret
image and provides
security

2

Asymmetric RSA
Cipher encryption

1. High security
2. Prevent Attacks &
Tapping.

1.Attack Prevention
2. RSA Public Key Uses.

3

Implement Public
Key Cryptosystem.

1. Integrity.
2.Conﬁdentiality
3.Non-repudiation

1.Use PKI
2.Provide Security
to key

4

RSA & ELGamal &
Elliptive Curve
encryption

1. Security with small
Key.
2. High Reliability

1. Improve Security.
2.Reduce Processing
Time
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTUR SCOPE
In this paper we have do the survey of previous and new encryption as
well as decryption application and algorithms. In this paper NVSS
scheme is used that can share digital image using diverse image
media. In this NVSS scheme only one noise share is used to transmit
the secret image. In comparison with existing system NVSS scheme
reduce the transmission risk of secret image and having friendliness
with shares as well as participant. In future work we have doing survey of the more encryption and decryption algorithms. And develop
stronger, secure, and easy new algorithm for encryption and decryption for transmission of the secret image using natural shares.
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